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Abstract
In this paper, we describe the systems developed for Ad-hoc Video Search (AVS) task at TRECVID
2019[1] and the achieved results.
Ad-Hoc Video Search (AVS): We merge three video search systems for AVS, including: two conceptbased video search systems which analyse the query using linguistic approaches then select and fuse the
concepts, and a video retrieval model which learns the joint embedding space of the textual queries and
the videos for matching. With this setting, we plan to analyze the advantages and shortcomings of these
video search approaches. We submit totally seven runs consisting four automatic runs, two manual runs,
and one novelty run. We brief our runs as follows:
• F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_1 : This automatic run has mean xinfAP=0.034 using a concept-based
video search system including ∼16.6k concepts covering objects, persons, activities, and places.
We parse the queries with Stanford NLP parsing tool [2], keep the keywords, and categorize the
keywords into three groups: object/person, action, and place. Correspondingly, the concepts from
different groups in the concept bank are selected and fused.
• F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_2 : This automatic run has mean xinfAP=0.067 using the second conceptbased video search system including ∼16.4k concepts. The concept bank is slightly different comparing to the concept bank used in F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_1. From the query, we embed the words,
terms, and the whole query by the Universal Sentence Embedding [3]. Similarly, we use the same
method to embed all the concept names in the concept bank. Finally, the concepts are selected by
an incremental concept selection method [4] based on the cosine similarity of the embedded query
and embedded concept name.
• F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_3 : This run is a fusion of the results from three different automatic runs:
F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_1, F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_2, and F_M_C_A_EURECOM.19_1. In
the run F_M_C_A_EURECOM.19_1, three embedding spaces are learnt separately for object
counting, activity detection, and semantic concept annotation. The query textual feature and the
video visual feature are mapped into these three embedding spaces and fused for matching. The
run ends up with mean xinfAP=0.060.
• F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_4 : This run is a fusion of the results from three automatic runs mentioned
in the run F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_3 together with the result of a metadata-based retrieval system.

To enable metadata search, we index all the video metadata by Lucene and the retrieval is done in
video level. The performance stays at mean xinfAP=0.060.
• M_M_C_D_VIREO.19_1 : This manual run uses the same system with the same settings presented in the run F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_1. The difference is that the user parses and categorizes
the query manually at the beginning of the process. This human intervention improves the mean
xinfAP from 0.034 to 0.066.
• M_M_C_D_VIREO.19_2 : This manual run uses the same system with the same settings presented in the run F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_2. After getting the list of selected concepts for each
query, the user screens the concept list and remove unrelated or unspecific concepts to refine the
result. This step helps improving the mean xinfAP from 0.067 to 0.118.
• F_M_N_D_VIREO.19_5 : This is the novelty run with mean xinfAP=0.075, and this is the best
automatic run from VIREO team. The system used to process the query is in the same settings with
the system presented in the run F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_2 except that we only use the embedding
of the whole query sentence for concept selection.
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Ad-Hoc Video Search (AVS)
Detail descriptions
F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_1

The main idea of this run is to compare concept in three kinds of aspects including object/person,
action and place. Firstly, we extract these three kinds of concepts from video shots and divide the
query sentence into these three aspects. Then we compute the concept similarity in each aspect to get
three individual similarities. Finally, we compute the whole similarity of the sentence and video shots
by combing these three individual similarities together. The final ranking list depends on the combined
similarity.
Correspondingly, we have three types of concept bank. Table 1 shows the details of our concept bank
and the models we used in each dataset. Using this concept bank, we calculate all concept scores for
all video shots in three aspects by adopting the pre-trained classification models. If the concept score is
higher than the threshold θ, then it is regarded that the video shot has this concept. In this run, θ is set
to 0.1.
For the query sentence, we also divided it into three aspects. We first use Stanford NLP parsing tool
[2] to parse the sentence and get the dependency of the words and their parts of speech. Then we extract
keywords (key phases) from the sentence and classify them into three categories (object/person, action
and place) based on the parts of speech and dependency. For example, given a query "a crowd of people
attending a football game in a stadium", "a crowd of people" is classified as the object/person category,
"attending a football game" is classified as the action category, and "in a stadium" is classified as the
place category.
After extracting concepts from video shots and keywords (key phrases) from the query sentence, we
compute the text similarity between them by using a word2vec model [5]. Finally, given a sentence query
q, the similarity score si for a video shot vi is computed as follows:
si = wobject × simobject (q, vi ) + waction × simaction (q, vi ) + wplace × simplace (q, vi ),

where wobject , waction and wplace are hyper-parameters for object, action and place. simobject (q, vi ) is
the word2vec similarity between the query sentence q and the concepts of the video shot vi in object
aspect, and it is likewise in the simaction (q, vi ) and simplace (q, vi ). After giving similarity scores for all
video shots, we can generate a ranked list of video shots in a descending order by their corresponding
similarity scores. We test the model on the VBS 2019 development data, and use wobject = 2, waction = 4
and wplace = 1 in our submission.
Type

Model name

Dataset

Object/person
Object/person
Object/person
Object/person
Object/person
Object/person
Action
Action
Action
Place

ResNet152 [6]
ResNet152
FasterRCNN [9]
ResNet152
ResNet152
ResNet152
C3D [14]
P3D [16]
P3D
ResNet152

ImageNet Shuffle [7]
ImageNet [8]
OpenImage V4 [10]
TRECVID SIN Task [11]
Research Collection [12]
MSCOCO [13]
Sport1M [15]
Kinetics [17]
ActivityNet [18]
MIT Places [19]

No. concept
12988
1000
600
346
497
80
487
600
200
365

F_M_C_D_
VIREO.19_1
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

F_M_C_D_
VIREO.19_2
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

Table 1: Concept bank and training models used in concept-based approaches.

1.1.2

F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_2

In this run, we focus on the concept selection process. At first, we extract the uni-gram, bi-gram,
and tri-gram from the query using an unsupervised model trained with text8 corpus and embed all these
n-grams and the original query by the Universal Sentence Embedding [3]. Similarly, we embed all the
concept names using the same embedding model. For the concepts that belong to the ImageNet dataset,
the concept names are generated by their WordNet synset [20].
In the concept selection step, for each item in the n-grams, we select a set of concepts by picking the
nearest concepts in the embedding space by using a threshold r. Starting from the nearest concept, we
incrementally add more concepts [4] from this set and we stop this process when the new added concept
drifts out. We apply the same process with the embedding of the whole query sentence. At the end, we
use the intersection of two sets of concepts (selected by n-grams and selected by the query sentence) to
rank the video segments. If the intersection of these two sets is an empty set, we use the set of concepts
selected by the query sentence embedding.
The concept bank used in this run is slightly different compare to the run F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_1
(see Table 1) with more object detectors and less activities detectors. In addition, we use the same
system but skip extracting the n-grams for concept selection to generate the result of the novelty run
F_M_N_D_VIREO.19_5. The novelty run is our best automatic run and rank second among all the
novelty runs in term of novel shots discovered.

1.2

Results analysis

Our benchmark results show that (1) the user intervention in query formulation boosts the performance of video search; (2) the concept-based search systems fail if the query is out of the concept bank’s
vocabulary.
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Figure 1: Performance comparison of official auto runs.
In Figure 1, we plot the best automatic runs from all the participants and all the automatic runs from
VIREO team. An observation is that the combination of multiple runs does not improve but even drop
down the performance if one of these runs is not good. This is the case of run F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_3
and F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_4, where the performances are lower than the single run
F_M_C_D_VIREO.19_2.
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Figure 2: Performance comparison of official auto and manual runs.
Figure 2 presents the performance comparison between the auto and manual runs. For our conceptbased searching systems, the manual runs are done by manually selecting the good concepts from
the generated visual concepts. It is observed that the human intervention into the concept-based
search can approximately double the performance of automatic runs (from 0.034 to 0.066 in the run
M_M_C_D_VIREO.19_1, and from 0.067 to 0.118 in the run M_M_C_D_VIREO.19_2 ). The ad-

Detail result

vantage of concept-based search is that the result is interpretable, where an end user can manipulate the
concept list to make sense of a query. This is not possible for feature embedding learning however.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison between automatic runs of VIREO team. The red circles show the
median xinfAP of all the submissions.
In Figure 3, we plot the performance of our automatic runs in details and compare with the median
performance of all submitted runs. In most cases, our runs perform better than the median xinfAP but
they do not achieve the median xinfAP in few cases. In some cases, the concept-based search system
fails because the critical concepts are out of the concept bank (out of vocabulary), such as "bald man" in
query 635, "shirtless man" in query 637. In the query 611, the concept-based system confuses between "an
unmanned aerial vehicle" and "a male honey bee" while trying to match a concept with "drone" and lead
to different results. Also, our systems fail if the query contains detail properties of the object/person, such
as "red dress" in query 616, "red hat or cap" in query 640. Those are shortcomings of our concept-based
search systems that we are going to revise.
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